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Abstract
W es t u d yt h eb e h a v i o ro fi m i t a t i o na n di n n o v a t i o ni nad y n a m i cg e n e r a l
equilibrium model that captures the salient features of an information age.
Imagine a world where innovations can be made but at a cost that reﬂects the
type of goods. After innovation takes place, imitation is possible but again at
some cost which reﬂects the nature of the good. We show that the behavior of
innovation and imitation are very diﬀerent for high information content goods
and low information content goods and this has important implications for the
structure and evolution of industry as well as optimal government protection
of innovation. A key determinant of the degree of protection is the degree
of returns-to-scale in the industry and the information content of goods plays
a very important role in determining that. Using this model we address the
optimal protection of ideas for high information and low information goods.
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